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The trading of derivatives such as futures, options, and over-the-counter (OTC) products or “swaps” may not be suitable for all
investors. Derivatives trading involves substantial risk of loss, and you should fully understand those risks prior to trading. Past
financial results are not necessarily indicative of future performance. All references to futures and options on futures trading are
made solely on behalf of the FCM Division of INTL FCStone Financial Inc., a member of the National Futures Association (“NFA”)
and registered with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) as a futures commission merchant. All references
to and discussion of OTC products or swaps are made solely on behalf of INTL FCStone Markets, LLC (“IFM”), a member of the
NFA and provisionally registered with the CFTC as a swap dealer. IFM’s products are designed only for individuals or firms who
qualify under CFTC rules as an ‘Eligible Contract Participant’ (“ECP”) and who have been accepted as customers of IFM.
This material should be construed as the solicitation of trading strategies and/or services provided by the FCM Division of
INTL FCStone Financial Inc., or IFM, as noted in this presentation.
Neither the FCM Division of INTL FCStone Financial Inc. nor IFM is responsible for any redistribution of this material by third parties
or any trading decisions taken by persons not intended to view this material. Information contained herein was obtained from
sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed. These materials represent the opinions and viewpoints of the author, and do
not necessarily reflect the opinions or viewpoints of the FCM Division of INTL FCStone Financial Inc. or IFM.
All forecasting statements made within this material represent the opinions of the author unless otherwise noted. Factual
information believed to reliable, was used to formulate these statements of opinion; but we cannot guarantee the accuracy and
completeness of the information being relied upon. Accordingly, these statements do not necessarily reflect the viewpoints
employed by the FCM Division of INTL FCStone Financial Inc. or IFM. All forecasts of market conditions are inherently subjective
and speculative, and actual results and subsequent forecasts may vary significantly from these forecasts. No assurance or
guarantee is made that these forecasts will be achieved. Any examples given are provided for illustrative purposes only, and no
representation is being made that any person will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those examples.
Reproduction or use in any format without authorization is forbidden. © Copyright 2015. All rights reserved.
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Report Overview
CRUDE OIL AND 16-YEAR TREND LINE SUPPORT

This week’s report will take a technical look at the energy markets as crude oil has again reached a key long term support
level.
For a third time during 2015, crude oil has reached a 16-year trend line on the weekly chart. If support holds again, a long
term low could be set in the crude oil market.

The last two times this support was reached earlier this year, a huge influx of speculative buying entered into the market
moving price back higher. The rally higher from the March 2015 low to the early-May high led to a gain of just under 50%
before the market sold back off to the current price level.
If a long term low does form in the crude oil market, a low should also be forming in the heating oil market.

Once a low is confirmed in crude oil, longer dated coverage for the heating oil/diesel markets can then be initiated.
Hedging strategies that can be used to add forward coverage in the heating oil market in addition to fixed price coverage
will be shown in future weekly reports.
ECONOMIC CHARTS AND INDICATORS
Also included in this report are various economic charts and indicators, some directly related to the energy markets, and
others indirectly tied to the markets, but that could be of interest.
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Crude Oil Market Reaches Key Support Level

For a third time this year, the crude oil market is testing a 16-year trend line support on the weekly chart.
This support was first tested in January as the market bottomed out at a 43.58 low. It was tested again for a second
time in March as the market set a new 6-year spot price low at 42.03.
Now for a third time, support between 43.00-45.00 basis the spot September 15 futures contract is being tested. If
support holds again, a long term low could be set in both crude oil and heating oil.
If support fails to hold, the December 2008 low at 32.40 will become the next longer term support.
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Natural Gas Technical UpdateTriangle Pattern Forming
The natural gas weekly charts shows the sideways trading
range the market has been in since bottoming at a 2015
spot contract low of 2.443 in early-May.
The consolidation in the market over the past 3-months
appears to be forming a triangle pattern.
Triangles have a 75% chance of being a continuation pattern
rather than a reversal pattern. In this case, the triangle
would be a continuation down toward lower prices.
A breakout under lower trend line support near 2.700 will
trigger the pattern which could lead to an eventual break
back toward the lower-2.000 level.
There is a 25% chance the breakout from the triangle will
instead come to the upside above trend line resistance at the
lower-2.900 level.
If the breakout from the triangle does come to the upside
above lower-2.900 resistance, a seasonal low will likely be
set in the natural gas market.
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U.S. Crude Oil Production Increases
U.S. crude oil production
rose .6% for week ended
07/31, the biggest
increase since late-May.
Prior to the most recent
data, U.S. production had
fallen 3 weeks in a row
declining by 2% or
197,000 barrels per day.
U.S. production reached
a new all-time high of
9.610 million barrels per
day in early-June.

Chart – Zero Hedge

Even with the recent
uptick, U.S. production
has been in a general
decline.

EIA
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Unprecedented Divergence Between
U.S. Stocks And Commodities
Chart – Zero Hedge

There is currently an unprecedented divergence between commodity prices and U.S. stock prices.
Many commodities have been falling due to oversupply and weak demand.
Equities have been rising on 6-years of near zero interest rates in the U.S.
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Carnage In Commodities

The drop in commodity prices from recent highs is unlike anything seen in the markets since 2008 at the beginning of the
“Great Financial Collapse”.
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July Non-Farm Payrolls

The July non-farm payrolls released August 7th came in at a lower than expected 215,000 new
jobs versus pre-report expectations of +225,000.
Weakening U.S. economic data may cause the Federal Reserve to delay the rate hike expected
later this year. This has been supportive for the U.S. dollar.
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U.S. Dollar Index / WTI Crude Oil Comparison Chart
Chart – Future Source

Market discussion that an impending Federal Reserve rate hike may be delayed has been generally
supportive for the U.S. dollar index.
A strengthening dollar has been a negative factor for commodities priced in the dollar such as West Texas
Intermediate (WTI) crude oil.
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Chinese Manufacturing Activity Contracting
Chart – Zero Hedge

Chinese manufacturing activity as measured by the Purchasing Managers Index has been under the 50
level for 5 consecutive months and 7 out of the past 8 months.
A number under 50 indicates shrinking growth in the sector.
With China being the second largest consumer of energy in the world behind the U.S., demand for energy
could decrease.
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U.S. Factory Orders Plunge
Another reason the Federal Reserve may
“pause” in raising U.S. interest rates any time
soon is June U.S. factory orders (extransportation) which came in at a negative
7.5%.
This was the lowest reading since 2009
during the depth of the “Great Recession”.

June U.S. factory orders fell for an 8th month
in a row (year over year), down 6.2% in June.
This is the longest streak of declining factory
orders outside of a recession in U.S. history.

Charts - Bloomberg
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U.S. Consumer Spending Declines
For 3rd Month In A Row

U.S. consumer spending
declined for a third month in a
row in July in comparison to the
same month in 2014, and is
down 5 out of the past 6
months.
70% of U.S. GDP is personal
consumption.
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U.S. Economic Confidence Falling

Gallup's Economic Confidence Index fell to -14 for the week ending July 26, a 10-month low for the index.
Economic confidence has been in decline for much of 2015 after reaching a 7-year high in late-2014.
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Labor Force Participation Rate
The number of Americans not in
the labor force in July rose to a
record high 93.8 million people
according to the July payroll report.
The participation rate of 62.6% is
the lowest level since September
1977.

Chart – Zero Hedge
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Annual Change In Hourly Earnings
Chart – Zero Hedge

Annual earnings growth over the past six years has been flat as the civilian employment ratio has
declined.
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Unprofitable IPO Companies At All-Time High
The percentage of companies recently going
public that are unprofitable has now reached
an all-time high.
This time is different, right?
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